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  The New Uncanny Sarah Eyre,Ra Page,2008 This
collection brings together 15 specially
commissioned stories by internationally acclaimed
writers and filmmakers, to explore and update
Freud's classic theory of 'The Uncanny' - his
piercing and all-encompassing dissection of what
gives us the creeps.
  Beyond the Veil Mark Morris,2021-10-26 Beyond
the Veil is the second volume in an annual, non-
themed horror series of entirely original stories,
showcasing the very best short fiction that the
genre has to offer, and edited by Mark Morris.
This new anthology contains 20 original horror
stories, 16 of which have been commissioned from
some of the top names in the genre, and 4 of which
have been selected from the 100s of stories sent
to Flame Tree during a 2-week open submissions
window. Contents List: THE GOD BAG by Christopher
Golden CAKER’S MAN by Matthew Holness THE
BEECHFIELD MIRACLES by Priya Sharma CLOCKWORK by
Dan Coxon SOAPSTONE by Aliya Whiteley THE DARK BIT
by Toby Litt PROVENANCE POND by Josh Malerman FOR
ALL THE DEAD by Angeline B. Adams and Remco van
Straten THE GIRL IN THE POOL by Bracken MacLeod
NURSE VARDEN by Jeremy Dyson IF, THEN by Lisa L.
Hannett AQUARIUM WARD by Karter Mycroft A MYSTERY
FOR JULIE CHU by Stephen Gallagher AWAY DAY by
Lisa Tuttle POLAROID AND SEAWEED by Peter Harness
DER GEISTERBAHNHOF by Lynda E. Rucker ARNIE’S
ASHES by John Everson A BRIEF TOUR OF THE NIGHT by
Nathan Ballingrud THE CARE AND FEEDING OF
HOUSEHOLD GODS by Frank J. Oreto YELLOWBACK by
Gemma Files FLAME TREE PRESS is the imprint of
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long-standing Independent Flame Tree Publishing,
dedicated to full-length original fiction in the
horror and suspense, science fiction & fantasy,
and crime / mystery / thriller categories. The
list brings together fantastic new authors and the
more established; the award winners, and exciting,
original voices. Learn more about Flame Tree Press
at www.flametreepress.com and connect on social
media @FlameTreePress.
  The New Abject Ramsey Campbell,David
Constantine,Margaret Drabble,Saleem Haddad,Mark
Haddon,Matthew Holness,Adam Marek,Lucie McKnight
Hardy,Mike Nelson,Paul Theroux,Lara
Williams,Gerard Woodward,Sarah Schofield,Christine
Poulson,Meave Haughey,Gaia Holmes,Karen
Featherstone,Alan Beard,Bernardine
Bishop,2020-10-29 SOMETHING HAS FALLEN AWAY. We
have lost a part of ourselves, our history, what
we once were. That something, when we encounter it
again, look it straight in the eyes, disgusts us,
makes us retch. This is the horror of the abject.
Following the success of Comma’s award-winning New
Uncanny anthology, The New Abject invites leading
authors to respond to two parallel theories of the
abject – Julia Kristeva’s theory of the
psychoanalytic, intimate abject, and Georges
Bataille’s societal equivalent – with visceral
stories of modern unease. As we become ever-more
isolated by social media bubbles, or the demands
for social distancing, our moral gag-reflex is
increasingly sensitised, and our ability to
tolerate difference, or ‘the other’, atrophies.
Like all good horror writing, these stories remind
us that exposure to what unsettles us, even in
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small doses, is always better than pretending it
doesn’t exist. After all, we can never be wholly
free of that which belongs to us.
  The New Uncanny A.S. Byatt,Christopher
Priest,Ramsey Campbell,Etgar Keret,Hanif
Kureishi,Sara Maitland,Alison MacLeod,Jane
Rogers,Gerard Woodward,Frank Cottrell
Boyce,Nicholas Royle,Ian Duhig,Mathew Holness,Adam
Marek,2013-12-03 ** Winner of the 2008 Shirley
Jackson Award for Best Anthology** In 1919 Sigmund
Freud published an essay that delved deep into the
tradition of horror writing and claimed to
understand one of its darkest tricks. Like a mad
scientist, he performed literary vivisection on a
still-breathing body of work, exploring its inner
anatomy, and pulling out mysterious organs for
classification. His aim: to present to the world a
complete theory of ‘das unheimliche’, the uncanny.
In the spirit of this great experiment, 14 leading
authors have here been challenged to write fresh
fictional interpretations of what the uncanny
might mean in the 21st century, to update Freud’s
famous checklist of what gives us the creeps, and
to give the hulking canon of uncanny fiction a
shot in the arm, a shock to the neck-bolts...
'It’s not too great a stretch to see Comma as the
literary equivalent of Factory Records.' - The
Herald, 2 Dec. 'Delightful and disturbing' - The
Independent on Sunday, 14 Dec. 'A masterclass in
understated creepiness... a deliciously macabre
collection that the old Austrian might well have
enjoyed.' - Book of the Week, Time Out, 12 Jan.
'If we need the uncanny – and I suspect we do –
then we also need it updating... laudable.' - Book
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of the Week, The Independent, 2 Jan. 'A bold
idea.' - The Guardian, 3 Jan.
  From Frazzled to Fabulous Man Who Has It
All,2016-10-20 ‘Hilarious and thought-provoking,
the Man Who Has It All highlights the
ridiculousness of the patronising advice thrown at
working mums every day by reimagining it with dads
in mind.’ The Unmumsy Mum While women are
bombarded with advice about how to be the perfect
mum, how to have a successful career and have
glowing skin all at the same time, men have been
left floundering. Thank God, then, for From
Frazzled to Fabulous, which for the first time
shows men how they, too, can have it all. As well
as giving essential tips for career men and busy
working dads, From Frazzled to Fabulous isn’t
afraid to address the big questions. Can curvy
dads ever be truly happy? Can you be a dad and
still feel sexy? This hilarious and eye-opening
book, drawn from the hugely popular Twitter and
Facebook accounts of the Man Who Has It All,
offers men helpful advice about what your face
shape says about your parenting skills, why
staying hydrated will improve your career
prospects and how dressing in your ‘wow’ colours
will get you heard around the boardroom table.
Seizing the stories we hear and throwing them back
at us with a twist, the results are funny,
unsettling and surprisingly revolutionary.
  Phobic Ramsey Campbell,Hanif Kureishi,Jeremy
Dyson,Mathew Holness,Frank Cottrell Boyce,Robert
Shearman,Chaz Brenchley,Paul Cornell,Christine
Poulson,Nicholas Royle,Paul Magrs,Conrad
Williams,Emma Unsworth,Lavinia Murray,Maria
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Roberts,2013-12-03 Where does fear lurk in 21st
century life? In a technological age hard-wired to
keep information flowing and the unknown at bay,
what irrationalities still linger for horror
writers to tap into? This anthology - the first in
a new series from Comma - offers 15 very different
responses to the question. From ancient curses
kept alive in internet chat-rooms to malevolent
children's TV characters acquiring lives of their
own, Phobic shines a torch into the unlit areas of
the modern subconscious and suggests the more we
know, the more we realise how worried we really
should be.
  Protest Sara Maitland,Holly Pester,Matthew
Holness,Frank Cottrell-Boyce,Andy Hedgecock,Laura
Hird,Michelle Green,Sandra Alland,Stuart Evers,Kit
de Waal,Alexei Sayle,David Constantine,Maggie
Gee,Francesca Rhydderch,Jacob Ross,Joanna
Quinn,Martyn Bedford,Juliet Jacques,Courttia
Newland,Kate Clanchy,2017-06-22 Whatever happened
to British protest? For a nation that brought the
world Chartism, the Suffragettes, the Tolpuddle
Martyrs, and so many other grassroots social
movements, Britain rarely celebrates its long,
great tradition of people power. In this timely
and evocative collection, twenty authors have
assembled to re-imagine key moments of British
protest, from the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 to the
anti-Iraq War demo of 2003. Written in close
consultation with historians, sociologists and
eyewitnesses – who also contribute afterwords –
these stories follow fictional characters caught
up in real-life struggles, offering a streetlevel
perspective on the noble art of resistance. In the
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age of fake news and post-truth politics this book
fights fiction with (well researched, historically
accurate) fiction. Protests include the Peasants
Revolt, Poll Tax Riots, Anti-Iraq War Demo and
many more...
  Marianne Dreams Catherine Storr,2014-06-03 'I
could get in,' Marianne thought, 'if there was a
person inside the house. There has got to be a
person. I can't get in unless there is somebody
there.' A powerful and haunting classic about a
girl haunted by her own dreams. Ill and bored with
having to stay in bed, Marianne picks up a pencil
and starts doodling - a house, a garden, a boy at
the window. That night she has an extraordinary
dream. She is transported into her own picture,
and as she explores further she soon realises she
is not alone. The boy at the window is called
Mark, and his every movement is guarded by the
menacing stone watchers that surround the solitary
house. Together, in their dreams, Marianne and
Mark must save themselves . . . The perfect gift
for children aged 8+, this well-loved classic will
delight a new generation of readers of the Faber
Children's Classics list.
  Ayoade on Ayoade Richard Ayoade,2014-09-30 In
this book Richard Ayoade - actor, writer,
director, and amateur dentist - reflects on his
cinematic legacy as only he can: in conversation
with himself. Over ten brilliantly insightful and
often erotic interviews, Ayoade examines himself
fully and without mercy, leading a breathless
investigation into this once-in-a-generation
visionary. Only Ayoade can appreciate Ayoade's
unique methodology. Only Ayoade can recognise
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Ayoade's talent. Only Ayoade can withstand
Ayoade's peculiar scent. Only Ayoade can truly get
inside Ayoade. They have called their book Ayoade
on Ayoade: A Cinematic Odyssey. Take the journey,
and your life will never be the same again. Ayoade
on Ayoade captures the director in his own words:
pompous, vain, angry and very, very funny.
  Ghostland: In Search of a Haunted Country Edward
Parnell,2019-10-17 SHORTLISTED FOR THE PEN
ACKERLEY PRIZE 2020 ‘A uniquely strange and
wonderful work of literature’ Philip Hoare ‘An
exciting new voice’ Mark Cocker, author of Crow
Country
  Toast on Toast Steven Toast,2015-10-22 Toast on
Toast is the must-have book for all budding actors
- and non-actors too. In this part memoir, part
'how to act' manual, Steven Toast draws on his
vast and varied experiences, providing the reader
with an invaluable insight into his journey from
school plays to RADA, and from 'It's a Right Royal
Knockout' to the Colony Club. Along the way, he
reveals the secrets of his success. He discloses
how to brush up on and expand your technical and
vocal skills, how to nail a professional
voiceover, and how to deal with difficult work
experience staff in a recording studio. He also
reveals the dangers of typecasting, describes the
often ruthless struggle for 'top billing', and
shares many awesome nuggets of advice. The end
result is a book that will inspire and educate
anyone who wants to tread the floorboards. It will
also inform (and entertain) anybody who simply
wants to discover what a jobbing actor's life is
actually like.
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  Deadly Skies Bernard T. Nolan,2013-08-15 The
history of air combat in Europe during WWII is
grippingly described by a man who was there and
who has had decades of experience and research to
put his experiences in perspective. Focusing on
the Royal Air Force, the U.S. Army Eighth Air
Force and the Luftwaffe, the book covers how the
WW II air campaign in Western Europe unfolded, how
it ended, and its cost in terms of human life -
not only for the aircrews in those unfriendly
skies, but the innumerable innocents who suffered
through the carnage in European cities caused by
bombing. The aircraft and equipment, the battles,
the strategy, and the people are all described by
Bernard Nolan with the insight of an insider and
the expertise of a scholar, and with detailed
illustrations from aviation artist Matt Holness.
From Dunkirk and the Battle of Britain to D-Day,
B-17s, B-24s, P-47s, and Spitfires, this book
takes the reader inside the air battles that
played a decisive role in WWII. Chapters sections
include: The Bomber Will Always Get Through, The
Schneider Trophy , The Messerschmitt Bf 109,
Dunkirk, Unternehmen Seeloeven (Operation Sea
Lion), Adlerangriff (Eagle Offensive), Chain Home
Radar System, Adlertag (Eagle Day), Bombs Fall On
London, Goering Blinks, The Hardest Day,
Blitzkrieg, Hitler Postpones The Invasion The
Battle Of Britain Ends, RAF Bomber Command, The
Butt Study, The Casablanca Conference, Happy
Valley, The Dam Busters, The Battle Of Berlin,
Dresden, The Norden Bombsight, Superchargers, The
B-24, The Fw 190, Regensburg-Schweinfurt
  Prevenge Andrew Graves,2021-11-16 Prevenge
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(2016) is an entertainingly dark 21st-century
horror movie detailing the serial killing journey
of heavily pregnant Ruth. It’s a cleverly crafted
narrative full of stark social commentary,
traversing the delicate line between comedy and
tragedy by fusing together a kitchen sink approach
with a supernatural revenge plot. This book, as
part of the Devil’s Advocates series, examines how
the film deconstructs the slasher mythology and
the sexism therein, and upends stereotypical
representations of the ‘weak’ woman and ‘delicate’
mother. With new exclusive input from writer,
director and star Alice Lowe, the text also looks
at the production’s inception and development,
assesses its debts to cult British cinema, and
inspects its umbilical connections to Rosemary’s
Baby, Alien, Village of the Damned and many other
‘Monstrous Child’ silver screen features.
  The New Abject Alan Beard,Lucie McKnight-
Hardy,Matthew Holness,Ramsey Campbell,Bernardine
Bishop,David Constantine,Margaret Drabble,Mark
Haddon,Gaia Holmes,Lara Williams,2020-10-29
Something has fallen away. We have lost a part of
ourselves, our history, what we once were. That
something, when we encounter it again, look it
straight in the eyes, disgusts us, makes us retch.
This is the horror of the abject. Following the
success of Comma's award-winning New Uncanny
anthology, The New Abject invites leading authors
to respond to two parallel theories of the abject
- Julia Kristeva's theory of the psychoanalytic,
intimate abject, and Georges Bataille's societal
equivalent - with visceral stories of modern
unease.
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  Several People Are Typing Calvin
Kasulke,2022-09-27 A Good Morning America Book
Club Pick! • A work-from-home comedy where WFH
meets WTF. • An absurd, hilarious romp through the
haunted house of late-stage capitalism. —Carmen
Maria Machado, author of In the Dream House Told
entirely through clever and captivating Slack
messages, this irresistible, relatable satire of
both virtual work and contemporary life is The
Office for a new world. Gerald, a mid-level
employee of a New York–based public relations firm
has been uploaded into the company’s internal
Slack channels—at least his consciousness has. His
colleagues assume it’s an elaborate gag to exploit
the new work-from home policy, but now that
Gerald’s productivity is through the roof, his
bosses are only too happy to let him work from ...
wherever he says he is. Faced with the looming
abyss of a disembodied life online, Gerald enlists
his co-worker Pradeep to help him escape, and to
find out what happened to his body. But the longer
Gerald stays in the void, the more alluring and
absurd his reality becomes. Meanwhile, Gerald’s
colleagues have PR catastrophes of their own to
handle in the real world. Their biggest client, a
high-end dog food company, is in the midst of
recalling a bad batch of food that’s allegedly
poisoning Pomeranians nationwide. And their CEO
suspects someone is sabotaging his office
furniture. And if Gerald gets to work from home
all the time, why can’t everyone? Is true love
possible between two people, when one is just a
line of text in an app? And what in the hell does
the :dusty-stick: emoji mean? In a time when
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office paranoia and politics have followed us
home, Calvin Kasulke is here to capture the
surprising, absurd, and fully-relatable factors
attacking our collective sanity ... and give us
hope that we can still find a human connection.
  Bookshelf Lydia Pyne,2016-01-28 Object Lessons
is a series of short, beautifully designed books
about the hidden lives of ordinary things. Every
shelf is different and every bookshelf tells a
different story. One bookshelf can creak with
character in a bohemian coffee shop and another
can groan with gravitas in the Library of
Congress. Writer and historian Lydia Pyne finds
bookshelves to be holders not just of books but of
so many other things: values, vibes, and verbs
that can be contained and displayed in the
buildings and rooms of contemporary human
existence. With a shrewd eye toward this
particular moment in the history of books, Pyne
takes the reader on a tour of the bookshelf that
leads critically to this juncture: amid rumors of
the death of book culture, why is the life of the
bookshelf in full bloom? Object Lessons is
published in partnership with an essay series in
The Atlantic.
  Richard Herring's Would You Rather? Richard
Herring,2022-08-25
  Garth Marenghi's Incarcerat Garth
Marenghi,2023-10-31 'I warn you now, Do...read
this book' THE LOCHGELLY SENTINEL 'A bold move by
Hodder' PUBLISHING QUARTERLY Garth Marenghi -
Frightenerman, Darkscribe, Doomsage - is back with
volume two of his TerrorTome . . . Horror novelist
Nick Steen is abducted and imprisoned at Nulltec,
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a shadowy technological research facility with
excellent conference parking, concealed deep on
the Stalkford Downs. There he is observed, tested
and 'interfered with' (physically) by a team of
scientific experts led by Dr Barbara Nullman,
determined to probe and 'nullify' his escaping
imagination . . . Will Nick regain control of his
faculties, and crucially his particulars, before
everyone, including his erstwhile editor Roz, dies
horribly? To find out, you will need to read the
book and, more importantly, purchase it. I can say
this much on this blurb (and no more) - not before
Nick Steen has faced the ultimate monster. (Don't
read the last story first or you'll wreck the
entire flow.) From the word processor (that's
correct) of the Archduke O'Darkness, Garth
Marenghi - Chief Frightener, Quakerman and Lord
High Petrifier - come three new dark tales. Will
ye, too, become the... Incarcerat... 'Den har
boken ar skitsnak' WHAT'S ON IN GOTHENBURG
  Garth Marenghi’s TerrorTome Garth
Marenghi,2022-11-03 Dare you crack open the
TerrorTome? (Mind the spine) When horror writer
Nick Steen gets sucked into a cursed typewriter by
the terrifying Type-Face, Dark Lord of the Prolix,
the hellish visions inside his head are unleashed
for real. Forced to fight his escaping imagination
- now leaking out of his own brain - Nick must
defend the town of Stalkford from his own
fictional horrors, including avascular-necrosis-
obsessed serial killer Nelson Strain and Nick's
dreaded throppleganger, the Dark Third. Can he and
Roz, his frequently incorrect female editor, hunt
down these incarnate denizens of Nick's rampaging
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imaginata before they destroy Stalkford, outer
Stalkford and possibly slightly further? From the
twisted genius of horror master Garth Marenghi -
Frighternerman, Darkscribe, Doomsage (plus Man-
Shee) - come three dark tales from his long-lost
multi-volume epic: TerrorTome. Can a brain leak?
(Yes, it can) ------------------------------------
------- 'Reads like Garth's classic oeuvre of
paperback horrors crossed with the X-Files,
Faustian myth and bits of Manimal. Plus the cover
is embossed with genuine foil at his insistence
and at your expense' Ken Hodder, Head of Hodder
'These three tales of terror by Garth Marenghi
are... quality' Queen Fang, NosFor(at)um.com 'A
strong beginning, deepening intrigue and a
knockout ending' How to Write Magazine
  The Best Horror of the Year Ellen
Datlow,2022-12-12 From Ellen Datlow (“the
venerable queen of horror anthologies” (New York
Times) comes a new entry in the series that has
brought you stories from Stephen King and Neil
Gaiman comes thrilling stories, the best horror
stories available. For more than four decades,
Ellen Datlow has been at the center of horror.
Bringing you the most frightening and terrifying
stories, Datlow always has her finger on the pulse
of what horror readers crave. Now, with the
thirteenth volume of the series, Datlow is back
again to bring you the stories that will keep you
up at night. Encompassed in the pages of The Best
Horror of the Year have been such illustrious
writers as: Neil Gaiman, Stephen King, Stephen
Graham Jones, Joyce Carol Oates, Laird Barron,
Mira Grant, and many others. With each passing
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year, science, technology, and the march of time
shine light into the craggy corners of the
universe, making the fears of an earlier
generation seem quaint. But this light creates its
own shadows. The Best Horror of the Year
chronicles these shifting shadows. It is a catalog
of terror, fear, and unpleasantness as articulated
by today’s most challenging and exciting writers.

Matthew Holness Book Review: Unveiling the Magic
of Language

In an electronic era where connections and
knowledge reign supreme, the enchanting power of
language has are more apparent than ever. Its
ability to stir emotions, provoke thought, and
instigate transformation is really remarkable.
This extraordinary book, aptly titled "Matthew
Holness," published by a highly acclaimed author,
immerses readers in a captivating exploration of
the significance of language and its profound
effect on our existence. Throughout this critique,
we shall delve in to the book is central themes,
evaluate its unique writing style, and assess its
overall influence on its readership.
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documents,
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interface and
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relevant
information a
breeze. This
efficiency
saves time and
effort,
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process and
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information
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access and
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